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FY19 results – Highlights
FY19 Residential
Settlements of $31.3B

with Residential trail book
up 7% to $147.4B

AFG Home Loans now
services over 23,000
retail customers

Asset Finance up 3%
to $553M

AFG Securities
settlements up 108%
to $1.06B
with loan book up
50% to $2.06B
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Financial results

• Total Revenue increased 7% to $660M driven by
growth in AFG Securities and longer loan lives
• Underlying profit increased by 2%, a strong result in
a challenging market
• Invested in growing the AFG Securities book in FY19,
providing a strong platform for future earnings
• Strong cash flow generation supporting continued
dividend payout ratio of 60-80%
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Executing on AFG’s earnings diversification strategy

The Connective transaction is consistent with our long-term strategy, significantly grows the distribution network and allows AFG to
increase the penetration of higher margin products such as AFG Securities, white label products and the AFG Business Platform

Future proof manufacturing
• Continued investment to lock in long
term higher manufacturing margin
• Utilising and continuing to invest in
technology to improve customer
outcomes and broker experience
• Further product diversification

Transform aggregation

Greater
product
diversity

• Strong core distribution network
providing choice and competition
• Focussed on growing broker market
share
• Brokers and customer needs are
evolving. Focus on technology to
deliver value for both
• Aggregator of choice for brokers,
leading in compliance, governance
and advocacy
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Strategic & market outlook
Well positioned for future growth opportunities
Capital light, strong balance sheet with no debt
Established distribution network
Choice and competition to drive good customer
outcomes
Strong cashflow generation

Market outlook
Underlying market dynamics continue to be supportive of
the broker proposition

• RBA implemented two interest rate decreases
• APRA approves the lowering of the serviceability
floor
• Banks continue to reduce branch numbers
• Product complexity remains

Investing in technology to grow scale efficiently
Continuing earnings diversification strategy
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Settlements & Loan Book

• Residential settlements are 11% lower than FY18, impacted
by tightening in credit availability. Loan book growth remains
solid, up 7% to over $147 billion
• AFG Home Loans settlements were 2% lower, a good result
compared to the Residential market. The AFG Home Loans
trail book continues its strong growth, up 25%
• Strong shift in mix towards AFG Securities, with settlements
up 108% and loan book up 50%, now exceeding $2 billion
• Commercial loan book has risen 6% to $8 billion in FY19
• Strong growth in AFG Business settlements to $130 million
and Thinktank settlements up 93% to $89 million
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AFG Home Loans
RETRO

• AFG Home Loans’ book continued strong growth,
up 25% to $9.2 billion

LINK

ALPHA

OPTIONS

Funded directly by AFG

• Changing mix towards AFG funded Retro and
Link, with white label lender appetites consistent
with the overall market
• Changing mix impacts earning profile. White label
income is recognized at settlement, while RMBS
funded loans generate income over the life of the
loan. The investment in AFG Securities provides a
strong future earnings platform
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AFG Securities

• AFG Securities is providing choice to customers in a
complex market, including the near prime sector
through the higher margin Link product
• AFG Home Loans Link launched in 2018, with
Lodgments of $345 million and Settlements of $171
million in FY19, up from $69 million lodged and $23
million settled in FY18
• AFG Securities settlements of $1.06 billion and
lodgements of $1.78 billion were up 108% and 78%
on FY18
• Growth driven by considered product improvements
following broker consultation, with arrears
remaining well below industry averages
• Focused on book growth during FY19. Net interest
margin was lower in FY19, impacted by sustained
adverse BBSW pricing
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AFG Securities –
Operational
• Strong growth achieved whilst maintaining the
quality of the book
• Half of the overall book has an LVR <70%, with
all loans greater than 80% covered by LMI
• At June 2019 there were only 13 loans in arrears
greater than 30 days, demonstrating a
measured approach to expanding product range
• No losses incurred on non-LMI insured loans
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AFG Commercial
powered by Thinktank

COMMERCIAL
Powered by

• Settlements have increased to $89 million from
$46 million in FY18
• Number of Brokers lodging AFG Commercial
deals has grown from 50 in FY18 to 186 in FY19
• The Thinktank equity interest delivered
earnings of $1.5 million in FY19. Thinktank
continues to perform well with additional
white label agreements executed or in
discussion with a number of aggregators
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AFG Business
• Settlements across the platform increased from
$12 million in FY18 to $130 million in FY19

22 lenders on the panel across
Mortgages and Asset Finance

• Expanding the panel delivers further choice
and a wider product offering for brokers to
meet their customers need.
• Continue to invest with dedicated Commercial sales
resulting in the number of brokers using the platform
increasing from 18 in FY18 to 198 in FY19
• Asset finance products launched into the platform in
FY19 – and has grown to currently have 5 lenders
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Continued investment in
Technology
• Continuing to update core broker platform
with the latest technology capabilities for
brokers’ growth, efficiency and customer
management
• Support execution of the business strategy
to attract & retain brokers and grow future
product capabilities
SUITE
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Connective transaction/merger rationale (1 of 2)
Significant
national mortgage
aggregator and
broker
distribution
network

• AFG to merge with the aggregation business of Connective Group in a transaction that values Connective at $120
million on a cash-free, debt-free basis
• A significant national broker distribution network to drive greater competition in the home loan market
• Broadens choice for brokers and consumers
• Enhances competition amongst major and non-major lenders
• 6,575+ brokers and combined FY19 mortgage settlements of $76 billion, leveraging best practice in technology and
compliance as well as combined financial strength

Key benefits of
combined group

• Significant opportunities for further distribution of AFG products across Connective Group’s network, including AFG
Securities (AFGS) products
• Larger distribution channel, generating data rich insights into the Australian mortgage market
• Expecting pre-tax cost synergies of $4 million p.a. to be fully realised over a four-year period

Creates long-term
value for AFG
shareholders

• Expected to be EPS accretive (pre-synergies) in first full financial year post-integration
• Proposed funding structure expected to allow AFG to maintain a dividend payout ratio between 60-80 per cent
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Connective transaction/merger rationale (2 of 2)
Consideration

Transaction is
fully funded

Strong cultural fit
and regulatory
alignment

• Connective Group shareholders will receive $60 million in cash and 30.9 million AFG shares
• AFG shares to be issued at $1.9426/share, being the 10-day VWAP up to and including 9 August 2019
• Cash consideration funded through a new debt facility - conservative gearing levels (~1.0x debt/EBITDA1 on an FY19
pro forma basis)
• AFG can elect to cash settle up to 50% of the AFG shares to be issued as consideration at completion2
• Both AFG and Connective have a strong focus on service delivery to brokers, operating in a highly competitive
environment for market share
• Connective Group executives Glenn Lees and Mark Haron will continue to run the Connective business and retain a
significant shareholding in AFG (per the terms of the escrow arrangements)
• Glenn Lees will be offered the opportunity to join the AFG board on completion of the transaction

Conditional
Transaction,
anticipated to
complete in
2HFY20

• Transaction conditional upon a court validating the transaction as not being unlawful or able to be set aside (a noncustomary condition), in addition to ACCC, AFG shareholder (if required), Connective Group shareholder approval and
other customary approvals
• If the conditions are satisfied, AFG anticipates completion of the transaction in the second half of FY20

Note 1: Unaudited. Excludes any potential impacts of acquisition accounting.
Note 2: see slide 5 for determination of cash settlement price.
.
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Who is Connective?
Connective has a network of 3,600+ brokers,
offering services across residential, commercial and
asset finance and its own range of white label home
loan products, under Connective Home Loans

128 Full-time Employees
5 Offices (HQ in Melbourne)

Pro forma FY19 underlying and
reported NPAT of $9.4M2,4 and
$10.9M4,6 respectively

An Alternative Revenue Model:
Connective’s aggregation services are predominantly provided under a fixed monthly fee model where all commissions are passed through to the
broker. Connective also offers a commission-based structure, which is similar to AFG (although this represents a smaller portion of the business)
Note 1: As at 30-Jun-19.
Note 2: Excludes abnormal items, change in present value of trailing commission net asset and based on tax rate of 30.5%.
Note 3: Most brokers pay a fixed fee to access Connective’s aggregation services.

Note 4: Unaudited. Excludes any potential impacts of acquisition accounting.
Note 5: Includes residential and commercial loans.
Note 6: Reported figure includes the impact of change in trail book net asset value.
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Summary cash flow

•

Net cash flows from operating activities were $27.8 million in
FY19, in line with underlying profit. FY18 included a positive
impact of working capital movement driven by timing of
commission payments

•

AFG Securities loan book grew by 50% to $2.06 billion, however
net interest cash flow grew 27% as FY19 was impacted by
higher BBSW while focusing on book growth

•

The increased AFGS loan book provides a strong platform to
generate increased ongoing cashflow and earnings in future
years

•

FY18 included special dividend payment of 12 cents per share in
March 2018

•

AFG continues to generate strong cash flows and maintains a
capital light business model allowing ongoing investment to
generate future growth
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Summary balance sheet

AFG maintains a strong, debt-free balance sheet which
provides the platform for future investment in organic or
inorganic growth opportunities
Points to note:
1. Includes restricted cash of $47.2 million ($39.1 million at June 2018)
2. Trail book accounting including Residential, AFG Home Loans and
Commercial trail books. Trail book net asset continues to grow
strongly
3. AFG Securities residential mortgages
4. Investment in Thinktank
5. AFG continues to be capital light which assists in maintaining strong
cash flows
6. Includes trail book accounting liability and general trade creditors
and accruals

Total subordinated notes
subscribed of $27.1 million
as at 30 June 2019 (30 June
2018: $23.2 million)
reflecting the strong growth
in the AFGS loan book
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Impact of trail book accounting
•

Underlying profit in FY19 is 2%
above FY18, excluding change in
value of future trailing commissions

•

Loan lives have extended with
tightening credit conditions

1 Discount rates once set are not adjusted during the life of the loan. The spread in discount rate captures loans settled in previous financial years as well as the
current financial year.
2 The percentage paid to brokers is fixed by the terms of their respective agreement with the Group. As a consequence, management does not expect changes to
the percentage paid to brokers to be reasonably possible.
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Other income
• Service fees and other income increased 7% in
FY19, largely driven by an increase in broker
services, including compliance, marketing
services and other processing fees
• Sponsorship income also increased compared
to FY18, which predominately relates to the
timing of conferences held in the year
• FY16 and FY17 included Volume Bonus Income
of $4 million and $3 million respectively.
Volume bonuses have been removed from the
industry
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July 2019 trading
• Total residential lodgements $4.95 billion,
up 6% on July 2018
• Despite AFG Home Loans lodgements
being down 9% on July 2018, AFG
Securities lodgements are up 49%
• Residential lodgement growth across all
states
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In conclusion
FY19 result demonstrates the robust nature of the business in a challenging market
Focus on investing to grow the AFGS loan book will continue while maintaining quality - providing a strong platform
for future earnings
AFG Business platform is gaining traction with a significant increase in number of brokers utilizing the
platform and will continue to drive competition and choice in the SME market
Investment in Thinktank delivering increased earnings in FY19 and well positioned for future growth with
strong relationships with a number of aggregators
Ongoing investment in technology to increase value proposition to brokers, provide
good customer outcomes and to facilitate efficient growth of key strategic initiatives
Changes are being made in the market to increase lending activity although complexity
remains – brokers are well placed to continue to be a dominant channel for home lending
The cash flow generation abilities of the business and debt free balance sheet positions
AFG for future growth through acquisition, AFGS and other growth initiatives
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Residential settlements
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Residential portfolio – June 2019
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Commercial and Asset Finance aggregation settlements
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Commercial portfolio – June 2019
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Types of lodgements
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Lending activity
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Investor loans
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Lender market share
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Summary P&L
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Consolidated income
statement
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Extracted from Appendix 4E
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Balance sheet
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Extracted from Appendix 4E

Cash flows
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Impact of securitisation SPVs on balance sheet

The proforma balance sheet shows the Group’s balance sheet with the ‘non-recourse’ special purpose vehicles (SPVs) relating to the
securitisation business and the balance sheet of the Group separately

Points to note:
1.

The AFG business is largely debt free
outside the non-recourse
securitisation book within the special
purpose vehicles

2.

AFG’s total subordinated notes
subscribed of $27.1 million reflects
the total cash exposure to the
securitisation business at 30 June
2019 ($23.2 million at 30 June 2018).
This includes growth in the loan book
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Important disclaimer
This presentation contains general information which is current as at 23 August 2019.
The information is intended to be a summary of Australian Finance Group Limited (AFG) and it its activities as at 30 June 2019, and does not purport to be complete in
any respect.
The information in this presentation is not a recommendation or advice about shares in AFG (or any other financial product or service). It is not intended to influence,
or be relied upon by, any person in making a decision in relation to AFG shares (or any other financial product). This presentation does not take into account the
objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular investor. You should consider your own objectives, financial situation and needs when considering this
presentation and seek independent investment, legal, tax, accounting or such other advice as you find appropriate before making any financial or investment decision.
This presentation contains some forward looking statements. Such statements only reflect views held by AFG as at the date of this presentation and are subject to
certain risks, uncertainties and assumptions. Actual events and results may vary from the events or results expressed or implied in these statements. You should not
place undue reliance on any of these statements.
No representation or warranty is made in respect of the accuracy or completeness of any information in this presentation, or the likelihood of any of the forward
looking statements in the presentation being fulfilled.
For further information visit: www.afgonline.com.au
Or contact:
Alison Clarke
Head of Corporate Communications
+61 402 781 367
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